To the Editor:
and thus part of the atrioventricular canal. In this way, Franco and Icardo are to be congratulated on their study
Lamers and his colleagues showed that node and bundle of the molecular characterization of the ventricular conduchad the same developmental primordium, even though tion system in the developing mouse [1] . The elegance of subsequently occupying different parts of the heart. Lamtheir immunocytochemical techniques, however, should ers and his colleagues also showed how the disposition of not detract from information already available on both the the ring within the right atrioventricular junction accounted disposition and development of the specialised atriovenfor the anomalous atrioventricular nodes as seen in lesions tricular conduction axis. Thus, at least two aspects of their such as double inlet left ventricle or congenitally corrected account are open to criticism. First, the authors discuss the transposition, as well as offering an explanation for the recent revisionist account of Racker and Kadish (their previously contentious observations of Kent [5] . It is the reference [37) as though this concept is an accepted fact. more surprising that Franco and Icardo neglect to cite this In reality, the ''differences'' described by Racker and important and unifying reference, since Professor MoorKadish simply reflect their definition of the ''proximal AV man, whom they thank in their acknowledgement, was a bundle''. Using the definition proposed by Tawara nearly co-author in this investigation. one hundred years ago [2], this ''proximal AV bundle'' would properly be described as the atrioventricular node. The ''AV node'' and ''distal AV bundle'' as defined by Racker and Kadish are enclosed within the insulating References fibrous tissues of the atrioventricular bundle. Using the pragmatic definition offered by Tawara, these components
